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29th June 2011

Claim of a public right of way on land north of of Dudley Road East
at Hindu Temple Tividale Oldbury

Summary Statement
1.1 A petition of 110 names supporting an application to

record land as a public footpath indicated on
Drawing No. WLKITEMPLE as ABCDEFQG and HD
at Dudley Rd East Tividale has been received. The
application is opposed by a Hindu temple. Its
determination can be delegated to the Area
Director Streetscene. Whatever action taken the
eventual decision may not be made by the council.
The applicant can appeal to the government if the
application fails or partially fails. If approved in whole
or part measures to statutorilly record any part of the
path can be opposed by any interest, entailing a
government decision with possible public inquiry.

1.2 The main evidence supporting the application is that
a public footpath has been established by the expiry
of 20 years prescribed use under section 31 of the
Highways Act 1980. The level of evidence needed to
approve the application is very low.

1.3 For purposes of determining the application AB and
QG is recommended for refusal, BCD and HD
approval and DEFQ conditional approval. Non
compliance with conditions will mean additional parts
of the claim being refused. The applicant, also the
Head Petitioner will be informed.

1.4 Determination, public footpath recording outlay and
footpath management duties will be met from funds
available to Streetscene in its role as a
Surveying/Highway Authority under the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 and Highways Act 1980.
Further details are attached for your information.



2. Recommendations 1

2.1 Subject to the applicant confirming the position and location
of section DEFQ within the claimed footpath alignments
ABCDEFQG and HD shown on Drawing No. WLK/TEMPLE
and any other details considered appropriate to discharge
the councils duties under section 53 of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981,

2.1.1 the application under section 53(5) of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 seeking the recording as a
public footpath on the Rowley Regis Definitive Map
and Statement of public rights of way over land
marked BCDEFQ and HD be approved but refused in
respect of AB and QG.

2.1.2 following Schedule 14 paragraph 3(3) of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 a copy of the determination
to make an order under section 53(2)(b) of the 1981
Act to record as a public footpath land marked
BCDEFQ and HD but not to record AB and OG, be
served by Streetscene on the applicant and those with
affected land notified of the application under Schedule
14 paragraph 2(1).

2.1.3 the Director of Legal and Governance Services be
requested to make an order under section 53(2)(b) of
the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 to modify the
Rowley Regis Definitive Map and Statement of public
rights of way with a view to recording as a public
footpath land marked BCDEFQ and HD on the ground
a period of time has expired that raises a presumption
a public footpath has been dedicated so constituting
a recordable event under section 53(3) (b) of the 1981
Act.

a) If the order as made is unopposed the Director of
Legal and Governance Services be requested to
confirm it in accordance with Schedule 15 paragraph
6 to the 1981 Act.



b) If the order as made is opposed or requires
modification Streetscene will refer it to the Secretary
of State for confirmation in accordance with
Schedule 15 paragraph 6 or 7, as appropriate, to
the 1981 Act.

2.2 In the event the position and location of section DEFQ is
not confirmed the application be determined in accordance
with the manner prescribed under recommendations 2.1.1,
2.1.2, and 2.1.3 above but with the extent of approval being
limited to BCD and HD and the remainder, namely AB and
DEFQG, being refused.

In accordance with the authority of the Area Director
Streetscene the following course of action has been agreed
and will be set out in the formal record of the decisions
taken:

~{1) the recommendation(s) above is/are approved.

(2) the recommendation(s) above is/are approved as now
amended.

(3) the recommendations above are not approved.

Area Director Streetscene
J’jt’et

29thJtttq 2011

Contact Officer
Bill King
Public Rights of Way & Highway Closure officer
0121 5694008



Claim of a public right of way on land north of of Dudley Road East
at Hindu Temple Tividale Oldburj,

3. Strategic Resource Implications

3.1 This is essentially a technical exercise with no strategic
resource implications.

3.2 Costs of this determination and procedures to record
approved footpaths onto a definitive record are met from
funds available to Streetscene in its role as a Surveying
Authority under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981.

3.3 In the event footpaths obstructed by vegetation are
definitively recorded as public rights of way its management
will be considered in the context of the Highway Authority’s
boroughwide commitments to manage its minor highway
network.

4. Legal and Statutory Implications

4.1 The application under section 53(5) of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981 is to modify the Rowley Regis
Definitive Map and Statement to add sections of claimed
footpath under a procedure available to the claimants
prescribed by Schedule 14 of the 1981 Act.

4.2 If the application is refused in either whole or part the
applicant can appeal to the Secretary of State within 28 days
of being notified of the council’s determination. If approved,
again in either whole or part, the council is required to make
an order under section 53(2) of the 1981 Act to seek the
recording of the approved parts onto a Definitive Map and
Statement of public rights of way.

4.3 If the application becomes deferred and not determined the
applicant can under Schedule 14 paragraph 3(2) seek the
Secretary of State to direct it be determined.

4.4 If an order is made and unopposed after the 28 day period
for representations expires, the council can confirm it and
the approved parts can be entered onto the relevant
definitive map and statement.



4.5 If the order is opposed the council are unable to confirm it
and a referral to the Secretary of State is required for
confirmation. In these circumstances the matter may be
determined by a public inquiry particularly in controversial
cases. The Secretary of State also has powers to deal with
such matters by limited hearing.

5. Implications for corporate and partnership priorities

5.1 An order under section 53(2) of the Wildlife and Countryside
Act 1981 if made and confirmed, will provide for a better
protected safer means of access at this location and
increase opportunities for active and well persons to avail
themselves of open air facilities.

6. Background Details

Application
6.1 The application with supporting petition is to record onto a

definitive map and statement of public rights of way and so
protect as highway, claimed sections of path interpreted by
the council on Drawing No WLKJTEMPLE.

6.2 Determining applications under section 53 (5) of the Wildlife
and Countryside Act 1981 is delegated to the Area Director
Streetscene. The council’s law officers initially advised the
responsibility unable to be transferred to the relevant
Cabinet Member by secondary legislation but have since
suggested full council also have a jurisdiction.

6.3 User evidence is summarised in Appendix A. This is not a
standard claim connecting two highways but an
arrangement seeking to ensure pedestrian access from a
main road to areas of amenity. It will connect Dudley Rd
East Tividale to two termination points on the Gower Branch
canal. The main landowner affected is a Hindu temple.
Council land is also affected. Areas accessed by the path
comprise landscaping, open space and canal/riverside
amenities including a riverside walk.



6.4 Determinations of applications to modify a definitive map of
public rights of way are restricted to assessing evidence that
such rights have been created and whether they are
recordable. Issues such as security and development of
affected land are not material to the determination but can
be considered once the claimed right has been recorded.

History
6.5 1 . Bradeshall Farm demolished 1975

2 . Black Country Development Corporation vested land
that formed the original temple site from Sandwell MBC
26th July 1988.

3. Outline planning application BCS/2141 for temple
development dated 16th Dec 1992.

4. Section 106 agreement Town and Country Planning Act
1980 with temple and Black Country Development
Corporation dated 8th June 1994.

5. Commencement of temple development probably
1997.

6. Temple purchased freehold of original site from Black
Country Development Corporation that excluded land
over claimed footpath alignment marked BC on Drawing
No. WLKITEMPLE 24th Aug 1998.

7. Temple physically blocked claimed footpath over
Sandwell MBC land 2006 at C.

8. Temple purchased land to north over which FQG runs
2007.

9. Application to modify definitive map by addition of
claimed footpath dated 26th June 2009.

10. Petition in support of claimed footpath 19th Nov 2010.

Restrictions on recording
6.6 The application can only seek the recording of public rights

of way defined by section 66(1) of the Wildlife and
Countryside Act 1981.Vehicular highways are precluded
as are footpaths to the side of public roads.

Level of evidence required to approve application
6.7 Following section 53(3)(c)(i) of the 1981 Act the council can

approve the application if it discovers evidence a public
right of way exists or if the evidence is less compelling
reasonably alleged to exist.



Rebutting an intention to dedicate a highway
6.8 Case law R.(Godmanchester) v Secretary of State(DEFRA)

2008) places the burden on the landowner opposing the
application to provide sufficient evidence his lack of
intention to dedicate was brought home to those using the
claimed right of way.

Barriers
6.9 The claim was precipitated by the temple who in 2006

without the authorisation of the owner Sandwell MBC, gated
and fenced the footpath at point C shown on Drawing No.
WLK /TEMPLE leading to a land dispute. The temple also
gated the path at F and H. Subsequently much of the
claimed path has been obscured by overgrowth. In about
2010 British Waterways erected an unauthorised gate
over Sandwell MBC land just north of point B although
pedestrian access has been maintained.

6.10 Near to the unauthorised British Waterways gate are
remnants of 2 other categories of vehicle barrier each with
a single metal bar the lowest being 0.3m from ground level
the highest Im .There is no evidence they were authorised
by any of the owners including Sandwell MBC.No evidence
of an intent to deny pedestrian access either from owners,
those responsible or claimants, has been discovered to date.

Description of claim ABCDEFQG
6.11 The claim commences from and crosses Dudley Rd East

A457; AB on Drawing No WLKITempIe. It extends
northwards along BC parallel to the Gower Branch Canal.
At C it is obstructed by a locked gate .Continuing along CD
to the grounds of the Hindu temple it branches into two. The
shorter branch HD extends westerly to terminate at H a
canal towpath. At H it is obstructed by a locked gate.The
longer branch DEFQG, turns east over elevated land parallel
to the rear of the temple. It drops to lower level land at the
side of the river Tame at F, a point corresponding to a
further locked gate inserted into fencing. It then turns
northwards alongside the river Tame before leaving the
river area at point Q in a north westerly direction to create a
2~ termination point at point G on the canal north of the 1st~



6.11 Sections of ABCDEF are surfaced apart from the far
eastern parts of EF. The surfaced parts have an
approximate width of I .8m and are located within wider
means of access. The unsurfaced part of EF together with
HD are characteristic of a field path with width not
exceeding 1 m. Overgrowth has reclaimed most of the
riverbank area of EQ which is now largely impassable with
no evidence of surfacing being found. Investigations
suggest the most appropriate description is one of a field
path consistent with the unsurfaced part of EF.QG extends
over both obstructing and open areas of landscaping.

Past reclamation
6.12 Parts of the land associated with the claim have been

affected by past reclamation. However when examined
against aerial photos and Ordnance Survey maps it is likely
land was reclaimed in parts with the possibility that public
access was made available or protected on one part of the
reclamation whilst works continued on other parts. The
completion dates of reclamation schemes may well conceal
the earlier dates when other areas have been made
available for public use. To date no objective information on
fencing off reclamation areas has been secured.

ABCDE-Dudley Rd East, access near canal I Temple
6.13 The part of the claimed route ABCDE was minimally affected

by reclamation if at all. It broadly shares land corresponding
to accesses surveyed by the Ordnance Survey well before
reclamation. In this respect BC straddles parts of the
alignment of a former access marked on the 1884
Ordnance Survey to a farm that existed at least before the
early 19th century. Its connection to DE, shown on the 1916
Ordnance Survey , served 2 former cottages. The farm
was demolished in 1975 and the cottages some time after
I 965.AB is a main road that existed at least before 1884.

6.14 Aerial photos dated 9~” May 1980 and 5th July 1989 show
features that are not inconsistent with or do not preclude
the alignment ABCDE.



EF-rear of temple
6.15 EF is located along the boundary of 2 adjoining areas of

reclamation that were completed at different dates.

6.16 1938 and earlier Ordnance Survey maps suggest a marshy
area in the vicinity of EF towards point F accessed by a
causeway 1 2m north of the claimed alignment. By the 1964
Ordnance Survey a single pond extended over claimed
section EF towards point F although public access was still
available via the causeway. In 1971 the Ordnance Survey
showed a further pond north of the causeway but by the
1976 Ordnance Survey both ponds had disappeared.

6.17 Reclamation completed in about 1975 encompassed most
if not all of EF. A later reclamation to the north was
completed in whole between probably the late 1980s and
1990 but this is not likely to have affected EF as aerial
photos dated gth May 1980 show its likely existence and a
capability of supporting pedestrian use in 1980.Later aerial
photos dated 5~’ July 1989 also show features that are not
inconsistent with the alignment EF.

FQ- riverside walk
6.18 Aerial photos dated 9th May 1980 show a riverside

corridor along the western bank of the River Tame that
does not preclude the existence of land capable of
supporting the claimed alignment FQ. Later Aerial photos
dated 5th July 1989 also show features consistent with EQ.

6.19 2000 to 2010 aerial photos show a clear alignment nearer
to the river and to the east of the southern part of the
claimed alignment FQ. Again it does not preclude use of
the claimed southern part of EQ particularly as
trees/bushes on the photos have obscured supporting land.

QG-from River Tame to Gower Branch canal
6.20 The 5th July 1989 aerial photo shows an open unrestored

area without path alignments over land subject to the claim
QG. A 22nd July 1994 aerial photo of the same area shows
defined path alignments materially inconsistent with QG.



HD-From rear of temple to Gower Branch canal
6.21 The 5th July 1989 and 2~~d July 1994 aerial photos show a

possible narrow feature in respect of HD capable of
supporting pedestrian access but this is not shown on the 9th

May 1980 aerial photo although an access of such short
length and narrow width could possibly be obscured by
vegetation . A linear feature in the area of HD is shown on
the 2006 aerial photo of the area.

Evidence of use
6.22 The claim utilises evidence between the years of 1928 and

2006 when it was fenced/gated off. Evidence is shown in
summary form in Appendix A. It relates to the area both in its
current form but also when the site was predominantly
farmland. The user evidence is generally diametrically
opposed to those of the temple witnesses.

Temple representations
6.23 The temple representations seek to rebut any presumption

that dedication either under 20 years prescribed pedestrian
use or during smaller periods under common law principles
can be inferred. They have consequently made the
following points:

1. The claim extends over a main vehicular road.
2. Less than 20 years prescribed use has taken place owing

to the public right being challenged in 1994 by a planning
agreement under section 106 of the Town and Country
Planning act 1990.

3. Following the section 106 agreement all public use of
the land was by permission and therefore not as of right
to enable the implied creation of a public right of way.

4. Use has not been intensive or open or without force and
there has been no aquiescence by owner.

5. EF did not exist until a track was made by the temple after
the temple acquired the land 1994 -1996.

6. BC is a vehicular access which was gated and locked.
7. BCDE is a private vehicular right.
8. The quality of user evidence is challenged.
9. FQG is inaccessible in places.



General Assessment
6.24 The claim AB over the main rd has been identified for

refusal as it is inconsistent with the definition of a public
right of way eligible for recording on definitive maps
following section 66(1) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981.

Planning application and agreement.
6.25 On 16th Dec 1992 whilst the land was still in the freehold

of the Black Country Development Corporation the temple’s
original outline planning application was submitted under
reference BCS/2141. It contained provisions for either new
or the enhancement of existing “public paths” by a
landscaping scheme with plan submitted in support that
covered BCDEF albeit in sketch form. However 2 years
later they and the Black Country Development Corporation
altered their position. A partnership agreement under
section 106 Town and Country Planning Act 1990 was
entered into to make all means of access, including
existing, permissive in an attempt to rebut any
presumption of dedication.

Common law creation
6.26 No information can be found that footpaths were

physically created on the original temple site between the
1992 planning application and the 1994 agreement and
then opened up for public use to establish a public right of
way under common law principles. Aerial photos dated ~
May 1980 suggest land capable of underpinning most of
the claimed alignment was physically in place before the
time of the Black Country Development Corporation except
for claimed footpaths in the vicinity of QG.

6.27 The position of the former Black Country Development
Corporation which owned the temple site between 26th

July 1988 and 24th March 1998 indicate they acquiesced
to the use of existing routes up till the 1994 section 106
agreement and supports the common law principles that
public use was open, without force and without permission.
Such requirements also underpin presumed dedication
based on 20 years prescribed use. There is consequently
a suggestion existing public rights of way were
recognised by the temple in the documentation to the 1992



planning application BCS/2141 based upon an earlier
implied dedication in respect of alignment BCDEF.

Lack of intention to dedicate being acknowledged
6.28 There is no evidence from users that after 1994 the

permissive affects of the section 106 agreement was
brought home to them in accordance with principles
established following case law ( Godmanchester,2008).

Lack of intention to dedicate
6.29 No evidence has been found that Sandwell MBC as the

previous and current (in part) landowner took measures to
establish a lack of intention to dedicate land BCDEF as a
public right of way.

Acquisition of land by temple
6.30 Property Services advise that Land for the current temple

development was acquired in 1998 and not 1994-96 as
suggested by the temple. The temple state EF was created
1994-96.

EF and 1975 reclamation
6.31 The councils assessment is that land underpinning EF was

raised to its present position following a larger reclamation
scheme completed in 1975 and this is supported by aerial
photographs in 1980 and 1989.

Private vehicular rights
6.32 No information that BCDE is a private vehicular right has

been obtained independently of the evidence submitted by
the temple and although such a right may well exist it can
coexist with a public footpath right.

Anti vehicle barriers
6.33 No evidence can be found that the former anti vehicular

arrangements north of point B in both of its versions was
authorised by the landowner. No intent to stop or challenge
pedestrian access has been identified under the barrier
arrangements as born out by the user declarations.



User evidence
6.34 Although it is noted for example that declaration No.22 is

contradictory, user evidence as a whole , summarised in
Appendix A, suggests an area accessed by the public over
a long period of time and it is the role of the council to
establish whether the allegation that such use is capable
of creating a public right of way is reasonable. The level of
user evidence to approve the application is therefore low.
Neither the claimants or temple witnesses have elevated
their evidence to the level of a statutory declaration. Apart
from the 2006 temple constructed fencing, evidence
relating to other barriers suggest they were unlocked with
no intent to deny pedestrian access. However the claimed
section QG substantially neither matches with current
physical features or historic aerial photos and has been
identified for refusal.

6.35 The claim is to an area of amenity and not a highway to
highway claim. The shortest means of pedestrian access,
suggested by the temple as the most likely means of
access, may not therefore be appropriate.

6.36 There are also discrepancies in the applicant’s plan of the
claim and its intended position on site. Consequently
confirmation of the alignments shown on Drawing No.
WLKITemple will be sought before determination is
concluded. In this respect ABCD generally matches the
applicants plan but there are differences in respect of
DEFQ that appear inconsistent with what was intended.

6.37 Although there are some inconsistencies in the user
declarations many are generally acceptable as declaration
of use, the main issue being connecting the actual tracts of
land claimed to physical features shown on dated
documentary evidence secured by the council.



Conclusion
6.38 Having regard to:

1 the lack of clear evidence particularly from landowners,
to show no intention to dedicate a public right of way
along BCDE prior to 1994,

2 the inability of the temple to bring home to the user their
1994 planning agreement intention not to dedicate
along CDEF,

3 evidence of historic aerial photos and Ordnance Survey
plans,

4 the impreciseness, phasing and lack of independently
documented historic details of actual reclamation
operations

5 retention of a riverside corridor to enable pedestrian use
along FQ,

6 evidence of reputation going back to 1928 suggesting
use was as of right and continued in spite of changes in
topography and ownership,

7 the low threshold of evidence required to approve the
application,

it is considered that there is an insufficient case to
displace the evidence of use when considered with all
other available evidence in respect of claimed sections
BCDEFQ and HD .Consequently sufficient evidence has
been discovered to reasonably allege a public footpath
exists along these alignments to justify an order being
made under s53(2) of the Wildlife and Countryside Act
1981 to seek their recording on the Rowley Regis
Definitive Map and Statement of public rights of way.

6.39 It is further concluded that there is insufficient evidence to
seek the recording of QG as a public footpath and the
recording of AB is statutorily excluded because of its
vehicular status.



6.40 Discrepancies in the applicants plan in relation to DEFQ
attributable to placing claimed alignments off defined paths
and locating the position of the gate at point F where there
is no actual gate will require further clarification before a
formal determination is made. If the applicant actively
chooses alignments that affect land off the claimed route
that are inconsistent with user evidence and features on the
ground then there will be a basis for refusing these
particular parts. CD and HD are also affected by off route
alignments placed on the applicant’s plan but to a lesser
extent: As open land is being substituted for defined routes
a case, albeit it a lesser case, can still be made for public
use. However the applicant will also be given the
opportunity of clarifying these alignments prior to formal
determination.

Consultees
6.41 Service areas consulted in the preparation of this internal

report include Homes and Communities (Environmental
Health and Trading standards ) Trading Standards, Spatial
Planning (Development Management) Legal and
Governance Services (Law officers, Property Services,
Democratic Services Unit) Transform Sandwell (Finance)
and Children and Young People Services and the interim
Chief Executives Office. The opportunity of a verbal
consultation was offered to the applicant and the temple’s
solicitors. Only the applicant provided further information.

Costs
6.42 Determination, public footpath recording outlay and footpath

management duties will be met from funds available to
Streetscene in its role as a Surveying/Highway Authority
under the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 and Highways
Act 1980.



Source Documents

1. Wildlife & Countryside Act 1981
2. Highways Act 1980
3. R (Godmanchester ) v SoS 2008 1 AC 221
4. Encyclopaedia Highway Law Sweet and Maxwell
5. Range of aerial photographs
6. Extracts from planning application BCS/2141
7. Application for Modification Order 2009
8. Ordnance Survey map extracts
9. Correspondence from solicitors acting for Temple
10.The Local Authorities (Functions and Responsibilities) (England)

Regulations 2000
11 .Council Constitution Delegation to Area Director Streetscene- section

53 Wildlife and countryside act 1981
12.Correspondence with Temple solicitors-Manby Bowdler
1 3.Witness Statements
14.Ombudsman letter dated ~ July 2010
15.Planning agreement dated 8tb June 1994
16.Petition dated 23’~ Nov 2010



Appendix A

Declarations of use
Temple site Dudley Rd East Tividale Oldbury,West Midlands
Declarations signed between march and June 2009

Declarer Regarded by Stated range Vehicular Reported
declarer as of use-years use obstruction
public-years by date
or date

I . AF 27 1976-2006 yes 2006/2007
2 . JB 1928-1 995 1928-2001 yes 20064encing
3. RF since 1975 1975-2006 yes 1975-gate

2006-fencing
4. FS 1982-2006 1982-2006 yes 2006-fencing
5. BG 40+ 1965-2006 yes barrier at A457

no date
6 . JS1 18 1992-2006 no 20064encing
7. LK 20 to 30 1980-2008? no -

8 . RC since 1940 1940-2006 yes 20064encing
farm gate no date

9 . FB 35 1978+ no 2006-fencing
10.MB 8 2001 no 2006-fencing
11.BE 8 2001 no 2006-fencing
12.DE 8 2001 no 2006-fencing
13.IF 8 2001-2008 no 2006-fencing
14.PF 8 2001 no 2006-fencing
1 5.VF 8 2001 no 2006-fencing
16.DN 8 2001 no 2006-fencing
I 7.TN 8 2001 no 2006-fencing
18.JS2 8 2001 no 20064encing
19.MS 8 2001 no 2006-fencing
20.J53 8 2001 no 2006-fencing
21 .BS 8 2001 no 2006-fencing
22.CS 8 2001 no 2001 4encing
23.ST 10 1999+2001 no 2006-fencing
24.DW 8 2001 no 2006-fencing

* Column 2 shows the period each declarer regarded the route as public either in

years or as a range.lt will not necessarily equate with column 3 which shows actual
declared use.
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